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Premier Chou Bin-Lai accompanied by

M~sha~

Chen Yi, Vice Premier and Minister of Foreign Affairs
and some of the more important members of the party
called on P.M. at 11 A.M. on 20th April, 1960.,
After about 15 minutes, the two Prime Ministers
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retired to an othe r room and comma n ea d their talks.
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At the outset it was decided that the

r

Prime

~

'!\

~1inisters

t~o

initially would have talks between

the two of them only, in the afternoons starting· at

~

»
I

3.30 and mornings

at 10 A.M.

Premier Chou agreed

:::0
?

with the Prime Minister ·that the talks should be

-'I)

rt
1

conducted in a manner of free exchange of views

V'·

rather than having a c onf'erence •

Premier Chou

enquired as to what should be the form and-procedure
for the talks.

He said that apart from the talks

of the two Prime Ministers, there

could perhaps

also be talks between Premier Chou and some

of the

Ministers Of the Indian Government.

way

.Anothe'r

of

having talks might also be to include some of the
colleagues on both sides.
It was agr~ed that initially the two Prime

J;

MinistetS will ta'}.k only be.:twe.an-,themse,lves but that-

later on the advisers on both sides, not exceeding

the

total number of 6, should also parti~·ipate.

P .M. sugrested that Premier Chou n;iight meet, tbe

Minister for Home Affairs as well ~s the

,· " ~r

M1n1:3ter

Defe~~~ At the end of the morning talk.s P:v~.~it;)r

Chou said that he would like to meet tbe D:?fence
Minister before coming to P.M. 1 s r~sidence for

further talks in the afternoon.

It was, therefore,

decided that the Defance Minister would cal1- on ~he
Chinese ~rime Minister at 3 p.m. at Rashtrapati :Bhavan

and then Premier Chou would come to P.M. • s residence
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at 4.30 p.m. for further talks.
Premier Chou at the outset said that the
Chinese Government had already stated their views
in full through the large number of communications
which they had sent to the Government of India.
Each side had also studied the arguments of the othe.r
side and he did not want to repeat what he had already
said in

~o

much of the correspondence.

P.M. said:-

The first

thing I would like to place before

Premier Chou is that all these developments in regard
to our frontier area have been ot rece·nt origin. As
we all know this border has been peaceful except for

a few minor incidents, for a long time.
all these difficulties arisen?

Why have

\..e on our side

have

.l

done nothing especially to create them.

r"'

Therefore,

these difficulties have been created because of'
something happening on the other 'side and this bas·
caused a great deal of perturbation and distress in
~(· 1~.....: .. l'ltl~.

India.

I would not like to say anything A..about the

merits of the dispute.

We have no doubt about ·our

own frontiers wh1..ch have been clearly defined on our
maps and have been repeatedly de scribed in Parliament
and elsewhere and in communications to the Chinese
Government.

Therefore, as far as we are concerned,

there has been no problem about that apart from a
On the last occasion when
t.:, \ 1 e:.""
he re I mentioned to aim that the re

few minor que$tions.

I

o -,.1 _

1_._,.e·..

'"c. ·

.P..rem-!e-r . Ch-ou·-,,w~

are no major problems before us but only a tew minor
ones and which could be discussed and settled by

mutual consultations.

That was our belief.

There.fore· we were greatly surprised to find that
steps had been taken on the Chinese

side which,

i:"
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according to us, clearly infringed our frontiers.
·-., ... ·.··~··

What distressed. us most was that if the Chinese

Government did not agree with us, they should have
But, for nine years nothing was saidt

told us so.
despite our
terms.

lU£E

stating our views to them in clear

These developments, therefore, came as a

great shock.

We further f'eel that they are opposed

to the spirit of mutual accommodation and discussion

.

-

.....

between friendly countries.

---·- -. ~-------~··---·
I may only statia that

right from the beginning of our independence, friend"9
ship with China has been tl1e conmer-stone of our
foreign policy.

We thought it right not oniy

historically but also in the
Asian situation.

.;:.., _ .:,1 . r-'

~re-sent

context ot the

We pursued that policy in the .U.N.

and elsewhere and throughout this period we felt that
it was of the greatest importance to Asia and the
world that our two great countries should cooperate·.

we

also felt that although internal policies may

differ, this need not come in the way of broader
cooperation.

It did not seem to us that there were

any major matters of conflict or dispute between us.
Then came the agreement or 1954 and :Sandung and
all that which helped

1'h.n..
t.G-g~~a~

growth of our

relations and served to remove~ the idea that there
was any basic conflict between us.

But then in

the

last year or two the frontier question loomed up.
When the Chinese maps came to our notice, we brought
it to the notice of the Chinese Government many

times.

The answer we received was that these maps

1Nere old and had to be revised and that the Chinese
Government did not attach very great importance to
them.

Al though these maps ""9re old and the Chinese··

Government themselves had

said that they· were

incorrect and required to be revised, it seeme-9. odd

1

-4to us that they should continua to be prOduced.

I

believe it was in September last that ror the first
time it was stated on behalf .jf the Chinese
Government that the area coveh.•ed by these maps was

Chinese territory and claims were laid to it.

Even

after many years of our drawing attention to these
maps, nothing was said and in fact, we w'0re lad to
believe that the maps were incorrect.

Our maps,

on the other hand, were correct and pracise giving
the longitude and latitude.

Therefore, it came as

a great surprise and distriess to us that some six
months or eight months ago China should lay claims

to these areas.

v.e just could not understand it

and this produced a feeling of great shock, as happen.s
~

when firm beliefs ...and upset suddenly.
to go into the merits

or

powerful feeling in India
mountains.

I do not wish

k.oW

the dispute...\..but there ts a
regarding the Hi.Dtalayan

These are tied up with ancient culture

and history and whatever happened, these mountains

have always been looked upon as the frontiers ot India.

All this produced a very powerful reaction and we
cou1ajunderstand why all this should have happene·d
when the frontier was peaceful one and there was n-0
trouble and we did nothing on our part to
trouble.

creat~

any

There was not even military personnel. We

have only policemen to check the people coming ·in $Ild

going out.
frontier.

This represented our outlook on tbe
I docl: not wish to rarer to the events in

Tibet now but I may refer to them later if you wis-h
me to do so.
The Chinese Government have· stated that tge
\ entire frontier is undefine'd and not delimited.
)

'
'

\ do not agree with this proposition.
~-

We

It is true ·tllait

the boundary is not marked on ~round, but i f
delimitation can take place by qefinition

or

higp
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i/} mountain
:,,

' or

areas/~nd if it is normally accepted principle
'

'

demarcation, then it is precisely defined in the

past.

There may be some dispute regarding some minor

areas about a village or two, or a mile 6r two., but
as far as we are concerned our border has been
precisely defined after repeated surveys and so clearly
defined except for a few minor places and 1 t is
delimited by the highfl:::ic watershed which is normally
accepted as a principle_ tnr delimitation

or

and which is as clear as physical markings.

boundary
More'over,

physical markings in such a. mountainous area also

are difficult.

I wish to stress the

point that the

boundary is delimited not only by history and tradition
but also by records of surveys and other uses on the
k

/

-

basic fact of the watershed.

This frontier has bee'n

considered to be a firm one and there were never any
d :)Ubts in our minds about it.
are different periods in

It is true that there

histor~

and in the hundreds

of years changes occurred and no per:lod can be called

a firm period, but even then, historically our view
has been supported.

Normally we

cannot go back to

hundreds of years except for getting historical
background.

In the changing situation one mus1;

accept things as they are otherwise there is no.
stability.

Th~:refore,

we feel that the question

or

'_f ·!.,,.;,;-·

demarcation of 1entire frontier does not arise.
I'·

It

has been surveyed and precisely defined and described

in numerous accounts.

I remember that as a y.oungman

I used to go to the mountains. Fortyfour years ago
I went to Ladakh, not on a

political mission but

for mountain trekking. I was interested in know1:ng .
@II..(, t''-'t.
A-aw--f-a-v Ladakh went and I studied/ out of iriter.e,~~
books, charts etc., regarding that area.

This is
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only to show how firm this idea has been through·
this long

~i

period.

For China these areas are distant areas in

a vast country.

In India, although big, they are

"w-...s (>)'V..~ on.u....

wo..~,,s

near, almost .;Wr- the heart f>f the country and,
therefore, apart from other quest:i.ons, the erre·ct on

India has been very great.
T0 us one of the distressing features

ot receht

events has been the srrock 1 t has given to our basic
policy of friendship and cooperation bet-ween our two
countries whicl·:

ha~

been the corner-stone of our

policy and its consequences in Asia and outside.

Those countries or people who opp'osed this policy

..

naturally wanted to take advantage of our conflict
for their benefit.

That seemed a bad thing f'or the

present but is even more so for the future.
What I have mentioned are not specific matte.rs

but broad aspects as they strike us and my distre·ss

is that anything should come in the way

or

our long

established and growing friendship which we consider

of high importancex to us and the world.
no real basic conflict
countries.

.wa have

or

There, is

interest bet...een our two
requi~~-

vast resources which

to be developed and' therefore, possibility

or sue.bi a

conflict is painful and it is exploited by couxrtr,ies

who wish us apart.

PREMIER CHOU:- You mentioned about Tibet.

It there

is anything you would like to say about it, I
would very much like to hear it.

I would th~k ·

it over and then speak about it in the af'tern·oon.
~

so far as- our frontiers are concerned,::•apart
from some local areas, there has been
in Tibet.

no «11'.s.ptite l ~"

I do not lm ow wba t exactly ·. Prem.ier C:ho.u
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Is he referring to the

has in mind.

intern~l

developments?
PREMIEH CHOU: Of course both aspects are related (i) internal developments in Tibet, and
(ii) border question arising out or Tibet.

Wha.tever you have to say in the matter will be
useful for clarifying my understanding.
P.M.

As far as border question with Tibet is concerned

there is no trouble excepting the last year or
so.

There 'Nere three or four minor areas

where there was a dispute and

'W0

referred to

them when we met some three years ago. Other'wise, we have no political or frontier question
with Tibet.

In olden days when the British

were here, that is to say, about fifty or seventy
years ago, the British policy was governed
considerably by fears

or

Czarist empire and

they were not concerned so much with China
but they thought that the Czar would come· down
and they did not want Russia to have a
dominating position in Tibet. They made
surveys and sent expeditions and they imposed
some conditions on Tibet.
faded out.

But that

gradu~lly

The British had obtained extra

territorial right in Tibet which

1'Je

had no

desire to hold on to. Therefore, when the
Chinese Peoples Republic came to power·-we

gave up these rights since we were not
interested in them.

we

were merely interested

in Tibet not as a government but as a people·
and more culturally.

Large number

or

pilgrim.s,

both Hindus and Budhists go annually to the
Mansrover and the Kailash which are holy

places to the Indians; and trade has been

';1
".

,\
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continuing between Tibet and India for a long
time in the past.

It was these cultura-1

and trade contacts which were discussed in the
Tibet Agreement and some decisions were arr1\fed
When your Excellency spoke to me about

at then.
Tibet some

3l- years ago,

you told me that you

or

did not consider Tibet as a province
~ ~
'/.

(,...0,),:.1_ . • . · •.••• -

<:;!'-~-,r

·... ~:-·i, ...

:.:\..l,.·f t'·l'--.!· ···-·t·t' )
~.(_.., 1'.1 .·,o\

(J.b

Ch,ina

State~

although it was part of the Chinese

t.ft&t you had no de sire to interfere in its

internal affairs since the area was still very

backward.

Therefore, when the developments

last year took place, -we i

or

in India were

disturbed a,nd pained by the ·accounts wi:itch we

and

heard and with the refugees coming in
Dalai Lama and others coming in and

~Y

.a

feeling that the old cultural re·lat10ns- wi-t~...

Tibet are put an end to. Because of the

cultural contacts, it disturbed the Indian

people.
anything.

~

had no de sire to interf'ere in·
We, of course, received the refugees

and we also received the Dalai Lama with

d~e

courtesy because he is highly thought ot

~y

a large number or people in India.

·'-'8

But,

I

I

made 1 t clear to them that they must not

function in a political way and broadly
speaking they accepted our advice.

But

~CML

occasionally they

did~hing

approve and we told them so.

which
1t~

'1118

did not

i.n.-..... kA. ,~ ~/~

Three and a half years ago,t__Dalai

j

L~~was

advised by srJme of his followers not to go
back to Tibet and you then wanted me to

indu~~

hinl. to go back and I advised hjjn strongly.
go back to Tibet, and he did so.,

to.. . ·
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wa had no contact with him till he came 2 or 3 years
later.

Our interest in Tibet has notlhing to do with

poli.tics or territory but is tied up culturally for
ages in the past.

or

Moreover, :reports came here

sup-pre ssion of cultural and religious institutions
in Tibet which produced reactions in India.

But it

had nothing to do with our wish or .capacity to interfere in any way in Tibet.

In fact, we felt that it

will be harmful in every way.

The Chinese Government has said that
incited rebellion in Tibet.

'W0

All I can say is that
Maybe there

there is no basis for that statement.

were some refugees in Kalimpong and elsehwere who
sympathised with the rebels and occasionally exchanged
letters but they were not allowed to function as such.
The legal system here is such that a good deal o!
freedom is allowed to opposition parties who run down
c~·. ."\_...c~(

the

governmentt~xci te

the people.

'!Ne

do not approve

of what they do. But to say that the rebellion in
Tibet was brought about by people in India. is entirely
wrong and without foundation.

If' your

Exc~llency

has

got any questions I would answer them.
PREMIER CHOU:

The activities et Dalai Lama and his followers

have far exceeded the limits

or

political asylum.

There are many objective facts to prove this.

What

is your view about this ?

P.M.

What particular activities are you :referring to'?
Dalai Lama issued some statements. Some

of 1his

followers h~ve gone abrqad and apart from fthat

our ' . '

own people have held conferences or convJ1J;i.Oiijl
-which we did not

legally.

appro~e;

but we

We expressed our

ca~not ·~tioP

it

· ('

.\ .

disapProvaz~,~.·\ Parl~t
{

f

r

,.
!
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and outside..

After we had expressed our disapproval

to Dalai Lama he stopped making such statements but
in all th3se things it is difficult to draw a
strict line because our normal laws here allow a
gr~at

deal of freedom and opposition parties

exploit them to their advantage.

Moreover,

are also public sympathies with them.

ther~

Dalai L"ailla

has tried to carry out our advice to him al though

occasionally he said something or made some

state~

ments.

PREMIER CHOU:

I am grateful to you for telling me your

main ldeas.

You were quite right when you said

that we have no basic conflict of interest._

But

on the other hand, if we develop our friendship it
would be useful to Asia and the world.

I came here

with the same hope of seeking avenues for a reason_.

able settlement of the boundary question and I have
come with the same de sire which you expressed in
your telegram.

I would reserve my answers till

the afternoon when I will try to explain on what

principles our stands dif'fer.

But most

impor~ant

of all, I would like .to remove ·m1sundErstanding
between us, which should not have arisen.

